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This volume centres on a relatively undersludied territory of Italy, namely the north
ern Le Marche on the middle Adriatic; specifically Sacco's research centres on early to late 
medieval landscape and settlement change in the sector labelled Terre di Focara between 
Rimini (in SE Emilia-Romagna province) and Pesaro. Traversed from the Roman period by 
the major highway of the via Flaminia, the nearest urban focus was Pisaurum while the study 
zone featured a coastal seat at Vallugola and a likely road-station at San Cristoforo. Based 
partly on survey data, combined with geomorphological and toponymic evidence, Sacco sees 
the dispersed Roman rural image lost from the 6th century (but with a church at San 
Cristoforo) and presumed upland foci emerging from the 7th century with partial Lombard
period activity; the archaeology for this time-block is so far absent. From the 9th century the 
territory carne into the hands of the archbishops of Ravenna and the 1 0th-11 th centuries 
see reference to castelli such as Galiola and Granarolo, likely set over early medieval villages 
(seven castelli are documented by the 14th century). \,Vhile the sites, districts, lands, churches 
and related texts (and place-names) are explored in fair depth, the medieval archacology is 
hinted at rather than detailed; illustrations are primarily (good quality) maps, genera! site 
photos, early 20th-century images, archival regional land maps and some reconstruction 
sketches, but site plans, finds, ceramics, etc. are not offered. Overall this is a thoughtful 
unpicking of a compact historic landscape and its evolving habitats. 
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